
The lecture discusses the methods which digital humanities are testing to create 
scholarly sound representations of textual sources in historical studies. The special 
interest historians take in their text strengthens the argument made by Patrick Sahle, 
that digital edition advances a pluralistic notion of what a “text” is: You consider it an 
individual physical object as a method to convey information, regardless of its ma-
terial form – or you can use many other conceptualizations. The abstraction of code 
allows to represent all of these conceptualizations digitally. In the context of automa-
tic recognition of handwritten text and semantic web technologies the typical appro-
ach to text by historians has the tendency to delegate paleographical, philological, 
and linguistic approaches. Scholarly editions therefore tend to become „assertive“ 
editions, in which the digital representation of the content comes to the foreground 
and is linked into the universe of open data. 
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